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Introduction
Some of the terminology embedded in this unit is still slightly unclear for some candidates.
This is addressed in the analysis of individual questions. It is vital that candidates have
the opportunity to discuss key ideas and the controversy surrounding them. Young people
are, in general, not averse to debating meanings and definitions and there are many
controversial elements in any GCSE geography course.
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Question 1(a)
This was satisfactorily completed by the majority of candidates. The most common error
was to detect a fall in the share of 0-14 year old in the total population.

Examiner Comments

The first comment was not descriptive.
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Examiner Tip

Remember to just answer the question set and
don't offer reasons when none are asked for.

Question 1(b)
Skills tests were explicitly mentioned in the specification but some candidates struggled with
the concept. Those that had were often better at describing places that had applied them
rather than the motive of tailoring migration to particular needs in a country.

Examiner Comments

The question asked 'how' and
this moved into motivation.
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Question 1(c)
Almost all candidates had something to say here on the central economic point of rising
wealth driving social changes. Many candidates still wanted to invoke availability of
contraception as the main cause of declining fertility rather than a facilitating factor. They
were rewarded as were others with a myriad of possible causes offered. The more advanced
answers linked aging populations to a subsequent decrease in birth rates (one even
described how fertility decreases with age, linking this to decreasing birth rates in Germany
and Scandinavian countries with ageing populations).

Examiner Comments

This answer identified fewer children
but offered no other reasons.
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Question 2(a)(i)
Most had no trouble in gathering both marks on this question. The exceptions simply said
the north and left it at that.

Examiner Comments

Northern Hemisphere larger (1) South
America and Australia were given in this
response, therefore 2 marks were awarded.
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Question 2(a)(ii)
The first mark was easily come by (wealth and income related ideas) but the second
proved more difficult although those that did often invoked cultural ideas, sometimes with
sophistication.

Examiner Comments

The idea of wealth differential (1) was identified
and the candidate also gained a mark for the
'smaller profit' point made (1), gaining 2 marks.

Question 2(b)
There were two routes to 3 marks here with the question focussed on why adopting these
types of energy was in any way sustainable. Too many candidates gave details of what the
system was without making the link and thus failed to pick up their third mark.
A few candidates seemed confused over exactly what solar power was. They didn’t
understand that it was another way of creating electricity and referred to electricity as if it
were a non-renewable resource (rather than the fossil fuels that are used to make it).

Examiner Comments

This response gained 3 marks - no CO2
(1), no contribution to global warming
(1), no fossil fuel depletion (1).
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Question 2(c)
Many candidates scored 0 as they stated ‘a growing population would lead to more work
force and aid economy’ but showed no concept of under population which was a necessary
prerequisite for this idea. Those who had a clear idea of Boserup and innovation scored well.

Examiner Comments

This response gained 2 marks - growing
inventiveness (1) stimulus idea just about
enough 'As....due to increasing pop...’ (1).

Question 3(a)
Many scored 2 marks through describing size of homes and transport links. Several were
too basic in their answers to gain marks with just one word answers.

Examiner Comments

This response gained 2 marks, (1)
for ‘lots of’ and (1) for ‘easy access’.
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Question 3(b)
The majority of candidates answered this well, using Bedzed or Curitiba as their example,
thus being able to score giving a list or a developed idea of what made this sustainable,
gaining full marks. Those that chose an example of a renewable resource tended not to
score full marks given that the question asked for one attempt. A percentage of candidates
were misled referring to Fig 3 and scored 0 or 1.

Examiner Comments

This response gained 3 marks - solar
panels (1), insulated walls (1), extension
to lower costs and example (1).
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Question 3(c)
The mark scheme allowed flexibility over ‘inner city’ but those who did factor this into their
answers had more to say about urban regeneration and found several reasons why some
inner cities have grown rapidly. ‘Recent years’ was largely ignored although its function was
to direct candidates attention to this particular area of the specification which is some cases
it succeeded in doing.

Examiner Comments

The idea of movement of workers (1), motivation
being jobs (1) and education (1) were identified
and therefore 3 marks were awarded.
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Question 4(a)
The vast majority gained full marks, describing changes and supporting observations with
data. Candidates need to remember the role and meaning of ‘command’ words.

Examiner Comments

This response was messy and got
distracted by explanation but had 3
legitimate points therefore 3 marks
were awarded.
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Question 4(b)
For those who understood ‘deindustrialisation’ this was answered well. The most common
error was to ignore environmental effects and discuss economic effects only.

Examiner Comments

This response missed environmental
focus on both so 0 mark was awarded.

Question 4(c)
The high level of variation in the answers gave the impression of a lack of understanding
of ‘green employment’; many did not give an example of jobs involved and very few
recognised the significance of Government policies.
As a general comment candidates need to keep informed about the role of the state whether
it is in directing population policies, regenerating urban areasor planning in the countryside.

Examiner Comments

Basic idea gained (1) plus green architecture
(1), therefore 2 marks were awarded.
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Question 5(a)
Many candidates were awarded 3 marks for this question whereas some just gave the
reverse relationship and much data. The regularity of the conclusion that increased
population caused increased temperature was an interesting and worryingly common
response taking the idea of urban heat islands into wholly different territory.

Examiner Comments

There was a basic idea of the link between temperature
and population change (1), with an understanding that
it was not a perfect relationship (1). There was data to
support the answer (1), so 3 marks were awarded.
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Question 5(b)
This was a very accessible question with the mark scheme being ‘flexible’ and making no
assumptions at all about where candidates lived and allowing a wide range of ‘local areas’
from Singapore to Curitiba.
Those who understood the demands managed very well although not always efficiently
linking their knowledge to eco-footprints.

Examiner Comments

This response offered a range and
link to 'eco-footprints'.
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Question 6(a)
There was a need to know about the geography of the UK to make this question meaningful
but despite the low level of demand far too many candidates missed the connection between
proximity and visitor numbers. Those who ‘got it’ had no trouble reaching 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

This response gave a description of data
but ‘why it is as it is’ was not relevant.
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Examiner Tip

This type of question requires candidates
to describe the data and add a little
knowledge to interpret the pattern.

Question 6(b)
Candidates were able to offer a few ideas about challenges in the rural areas of the
developing world. A minority misread developing which was a shame but many others
stayed in Level 2 because they were not able to explain why their challenges were ‘issues’ –
what made them so?

Examiner Comments

This was a good answer but lost
a mark because of the chosen
method of presentation.

Examiner Tip

Best not to use bullet points because they serve
no purpose here and suggest a summary which
extended writing does not promote.
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Question 7(a)
Figure 7 gave a few hints about health and welfare which many followed up effectively. To
gather a third mark knowledge and understanding was required and most found links to
welfare and development.

Examiner Comments

This response offered healthier (1)
so more productive (1) saving in
medicine (1) and so gained 3 marks.
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Question 7(b)
There were many good descriptions on urban cores and rural peripheries but too many
candidates lost marks through lack of knowledge and the inability to give detailed reasons
why there are such disparities – descriptions rather than explanations so stayed in Level 2.
India was a very popular case study but could have been more effective if Mumbai rather
than its region had been the focus. The relationship between core and periphery needed
addressing – the regions don’t just sit adjacent to one another without some interaction.

Examiner Comments

This was a typical Level 2 answer with no
developed detail or explanatory points.
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Question 8(a)
A generally well understood and well answered question with specific references to TNC
motivation. The most common errors was repetitiveness about saving money, more profit,
less to spend without identifying exactly how this might be done. Many could have scored
more than 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

This response offered labour costs
(1), cheap land (1) and Nestle as an
example (1) and so gained 3 marks.
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Question 8(b)
A variety of answers were given, but those who understood the new economy, and did not
interpret it as the current recession, scored well giving examples to justify their answers.
The most able candidates could move well beyond out-sourcing and the (largely negative)
impact of TNCs. Others failed to identify different groups and the impacts that would be
experienced, being vague and therefore not scoring well.

Examiner Comments

This response gave a clear recognition of groups with an
idea of good and bad impacts. Clear use of examples with
some well identified points of explanation were given.
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Paper Summary
For the immediate future Year 11 students in 2012/13 can draw some significant lessons
from the performance of this paper. Knowing case studies is obviously one element but it
would help if that case study information was a little more detailed with at least two pieces
of data, preferably numeric data to add a sense of scale.
Elsewhere there remain too many errors of question interpretation that can be readily
addressed by sensible revision to distinguish between different question structures and
different command words. Too many miss keywords in questions, eg ‘explaining why’ etc. It
is all about focus.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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